DMT, an international German seismic contractor offers a sponsored participation at a geophysical Boot camp in cooperation with the EAGE Society (*First Break, December*).

The objective of the boot camps is to enable students and industry young professionals to get valuable experience in geophysical operations including reflection and refraction seismic, gravity, electromagnetic, and magnetic methods. Students and young professionals will be divided into “crews” surveying, planting geophones, operating seismic sources and recording data in a variety of geophysical experiments, which will then be integrated into an overall interpretation of the field.

Location: Emlichheim, Germany

Time: 29 April - 5 May 2013

Participants: Students just before finishing their bachelor studies or post graduated which have already a broadly based and diversified theoretical background to implement the new gained experience to their skills. A certain preference for seismic field work and the ambition to join in the Exploration workforce in the near future would round up the attendances profile.

Sponsorship: 2 attendances will be sponsored by DMT providing this opportunity and paying the travel expenses (Air fare, Accommodation and daily allowances).

How to apply: Please send an informal Mail attached with your CV to:

*DMT GmbH & Co. KG., Fabian Gebhardt Seismic Resources & Logistics Management,*

*E-Mail: Fabian.Gebhardt@dmt.de; Phone: +49 201/ 172-1990,*